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Senate considers appropriations
By Ray Byers
Paul Martinez, as vicepresident-elect, attended the
Senate meeting, May 17, and was
given a preview of several
problems he may be facing next
year when he takes office.
Faced with the lack of a
quorum at 7 a.m., several of the
senators made hurried and
frantic telephone calls to missing
members in an attempt to entice
one of them to attend the meeting
and complete the quorum.
Rick Napier walked into the
room at 7:35 a.m. and the

meeting was called to order
before he could find a seat.
On the agenda, as new
business, was an item for con
sideration; that the Music and
Drama
Departments
be
recognized by the Senate as
eligible functions to receive
funding by the Finance Com
mittee. Immediate controversy
was raised over this item.
Article III, By-Law 1, of the AS
Constitution states: "... Persons
responsible for each eligible
function needing funds will
submit a written budget reauest
to the (ASB) treasurer . . .' and

"An Academic Department may
be considered an eUgible function
if, prior to May 1 the AS Student
Senate so authtn-izes the Finance
Board to consider said Depart
ment eligible for that year."
The controversy arose over the
fact that the meeting was being
held May 17 — 17 days after the
deadline; no budget had been
submitted,
instead
Tracy
Figueroa" presented a verbal
report to the Senate on the
requirements oi the two
departments.
The Drama Department

requested a blanket sum of
$4,320, fcR* which no break-down
was given. The Music Depart
ment requested $3,450, which was
broken down into various items,
including $300 for honorariums
and $1,600 for a trip by the
department. This brought further
outcries by several of the
senators as to the justification of
allotting money for these types of
expenditures.
The objecting senators .felt that
a trip by the Music Department
and the grantingof honorariums
contributed nothing to the
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Chancellor Dumke meets with students
CSUC Chancellor Dumke
visited California State College,
San Bernardino on Wednesday,
May 18,1977. During the course of
the day he met with students,
memb^s of the Faculty senate,
and administrators. The day
ended with a coffee reception
with faculty and staff members.
Dumke's first meeting of the
day was with about a dozen
students in SS-171. He answered a
variety of students' questions and
even asked them a few in the 45minute session.
Some of the first questions
were about the budget. Dumke
pointed out that the budgets for
all the campuses were tied to its
number of full-time equivalent
(FTE) students. Each campus
receives a certain amount of
dollars for each FTE. (The FTE
is determined by dividing the
total number of units for which
students are enrolled by 15 units,
which is considered the full time
equivalent.)
Dumke said he believed that
Governor Brown has given the
CSUC system pretty good
budgets, and that California has
been traditionally supportive of
education. He also pointed out
that the state legislature has been
taking an increasing interest in
the CSUC budget because of the
large amount of money involved.
Several questions centered
around the present controversy
over collective bargaining rights
for faculty. Dumke stated that he
opposed collective bargaining in
principle, primarily because he
believes it sets up an adversary
relationship between faculty and
administrators, who are almost
always former faculty members.
He also expressed his belief
that labor was already powerful
enough, and that collective
bargaining would not consider
the rights of the students. He
went on to discuss three different
bills in the state legislature which
deal with collective bargaining
rights for state employees. In
comparing the three, Dumke said
he would favor the Dills Bill
because it is the mildest. The
Dills Bill would only require that
the state and employees "meet
and confer." However, it
iqKcifically exempts UC and
CSUC systems from
its
provisions.

staff.photo by Kerry Kvgelman

students of the college, whose
money the Senate was spending,
except the Music majors.
Senate President Fred Deharo
reminded the Senators that they
were not deciding whether the
Music and Drama Departments
shouldhave the amount of money
Figueroa mentioned, but rather,
whether the departments should
be recognized as eligible func
tions entitled to ASB funds.
But, Deharo reminded the
senators, first things first. Ac
cording to the by-laws, the
departments could not even be
recognized because it was after
the May 1 deadline and that fact
had to be taken into con
sideration.
A motion was placed before the
Senate to suspend the rules
temporarily to allow con
sideration to recognize the
requesting departments.
The motion was passed by a
vote of 5-2.
A vote was then taken to
recognize the departments. They
were voted on one at a time and
the Music Department was
recognized as an eligible function
to receive money.
At this time, 7:55 a.m., John
Atkinson announced that he had
an 8 a.m. class and would have to
leave.
When Atkinson left the Senate
meeting room, the quorum was
lost and the ^nate had to ad
journ, leaving the vote on the
Drama Department and several
other items to be considered at a
later date.
Prior to the Music-Drama
Department dispute, Tracy
Figueroa, Chairperson of the
Furnishings Committee for the
Student Union Building, reported
to the Senate that her committee
was finding it difficult to find the
type of furniture they thought
necessary for the Student Union,
at a price they considered ap
propriate. But they were still
looMng and had a meeting set
with a local company to go over
some of their furniture and
prices.
AS President Kevin Gallagher,
who was attending the Senate
meeting, stated the Student
Union Committee was having a
small problem with the multi
purpose room in the building.
They have found, that due to the
construction of the room, it will
not be possible to show movies in
it.
Gallagher also spoke in
regards to a request he had
submitted to the Senate for u-ansfer of $250 from the unallocated
fund to the Travel and Con
ference Account, which was
almost depleted and funds were
needed for trips in the immediate
future.
Gallagher, who is chairman of
the CSUC Student Presidents'
Association (CSUCSPA), must
attend a meeting of the
Association in Fullerton, May 21
and 22; a meeting with the CSUC
Board of Trustees, May 24 and
25; and as soon as notified, he will
travel to Sacramento to testify
before the state legislature on a
bill pertaining to a 3 million
dollar Instructional Program.
Gallagher informed the Senate
that the State of California owes
the college approximately $400
for travel that had been per
formed on state business, but this
money would not be available for
about a month.
The Rules Committee reported
out of committeer two proposed
changes to By-Law 3. Qne
change, allowing a committee to
<ContiniMd on pog*3>
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Summer session enrollment begins
Applications are now being
taken for summer sessions at Cal
State, San Bernardino, which are
open to all interested persons.
It isn't necessary to enroll in
the college in (»-der to take any of
the 95 courses offered in the
regular session, June 22 to July 27

or the post session, Atig. 1 to 19.

An early application, which is
simply an announcement of in
tention to attend, is helpful to the
prospective student, however,
said Dr. Stephen Bowles, dean of
continuing
education
and

director of the summer program.
Students who apply between
now and June 15 will be given
priority to register at an early
hour, an advantage in securing
enrollment in classes which fill
early. In addition, their

registration packets will be
prepared in advance, cutting
registration time to a minimum,
Bowles explained.
Registration day is June 20 for
both sessions. An additional
registration date. Julv 28. is

Juvenile delinquents discussed
"The Problem of Juvenile
Gang Delinquency" will be
discussed by an authority in the
field, Dr. Malcolm W. IQein, at
Cal State, San Bem^riino Thurs
day evening, June 2.
The public is invited to attend
the free lecture at 8 pjn. in the
Lecture Hall of the Physical
Sciences Building.
[^. Klein is chairman of the
Department of Sociology at the
University of Southern California
and is a consultant to Los
Angeles, state and national
agencies concerned with the
problems of juveniles.
The sociologist has directed
research projects, dealing with
juvenile gangs, funded by the
Ford Foundation, the National
Institute of Mental Health and the
Office of Juvenile Delinquency
and Youth Development from
1962 to 1968.
Since then, his research has
centered around comprehensive

criminal
justice planning,
especially in the juvenile area,
and the diversion of juveniles
from the justice system.
In addition to various articles
in professional journals. Dr.
Klein has written or edited four
books: "Juvenile Gangs in
Context," "Street Gangs and
Street Workers," "Back on the
Streets: The Diversion of
Juvenile Offenders" and "The
Juvenile Justice System."
Dr. Klein is a consultant to the
National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of
Violence, the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency, the
California Youth Authority and
the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration of the U.S. Dept.
of Justice.
He is a member of the board of
directors of the Association for
Criminal Justice Research.
The sociologist is currently
involved in evaluating new

programs to de-criminalize the
status of certain offenders, those
who have not committed crimes
against others but have bev'n
runaways or broken other laws
related solely to juveniles.
Dr. David Shichcx-, Cal State

Library shows 'Boomerang'
In "Boomerang," shown at the
Library Film Series on Wed
nesday, May 25, a well-lo>^d
clergyman is shot through the
head on a village street. An in
nocent suspect is railroded
toward execution for the crime
until saved by a state's attorney
who uncovers fresh evidence.
The film is based on a famous
unsolved murder case that took
place in Bridgeport, Conn, in 1924.
A still sensitive topic in the town
where the original murder took
place,
the
producers of

Dumke on campus
When questioned about the
salaries and benefits for faculty
in the CSUC system Dumke said
that the salary was competitive
with most o^er colleges and
universities. However, he said,
frii^e beneffts were falling a bit
behind.
At one point Dumke reversed
the rolls and started askii^ the
students questions about grading

and the quality of their courses.
The students expressed a belief
that the quality and standards of
their education here has gone up
significantly in the last few
years. They said that grading

was stiff and that they believed
there was no more problem with
grade inflation. (It should be
noted that a majority of ^e
students were administration

lecturer in sociology, who is
arranging the event, says, "I^.
Klein is an important figure in
the area of understanding and
handling juvenile delinquency,
especially juvenile gangs. He is
considered an authcM'ity in that
field."

majors.)
However, the stud«its pointed
(Hit that it was still possible for a
student to take easier courses
and get better grades with less
work, and that they felt cheated
by this. The students also ex
pressed mixed feeling about the
system of plus and minus grading
that will be instituted next year.
The chancellor expressed his
belief that "grade inflation is

"Boomerang" were not allowed
to film their movie in Bridgeport.
It was made in nearby Stamford,
Ormecticut instead.
The resulting picture was
acclaimed for its realistic at
tention to detail and documen
tary-like qualities. The com
munity's characters, conflicts
and issues are clarified in the
crisp, well-written scrqjt.
"Boomerang" shows at 1 p.m.
in the Music Listening Facility
(fourth floor). Food is permitted
in the facility during the per
formance.

unfair to students." He said that
this does not give complete
fairness to students ai^lying for
a job or admission to graduate
school. He also said he was still a
bit puzzled by the concept of plus
and minus grading, but it ap
pears to him to be working. He
did state, however, that students'
views should definitely be heard
before plus and minus grading is
institute.

staff photo by Kerry Kugelman

scheduled for the post sessi<Mi.
C^l State has one of the few
summer programs that has
shown a steady increase each
year, said Dr. Bowles.
The small classes, which
averaged 14 students last sum
mer, are one of the chief at
tractions, he indicated.
Summer session students enjoy
the use of tennis and handl^
courts and the swimming pool cm
the weekends as well as during
the week. Most courses give
five quarter units of college
credit. The majority of classes in
the five-week session meet twice
a week.
Classes in the August postsession meet daily, Monday
through Friday. Independent
study courses are offered in
psychology and interdisciplinary
studies. In these, the student does
not attend classes, but completes
assignments at his own pace.
The summer session fee is
$23.50 a unit. Each person pays
$10.50 for student fees. There is a
charge for parking.
In addition to the on-campus
summer sessions, approximately
50 late-afternoon, evening and
weekend courses and seminars
are offered in various San Ber
nardino and Riverside county
locations through Cal State's
extension program. The costs of
these vary.

The administration majors
exiressed a distress over the lade
of enough business classes.
Dumke said that business ad
ministration has just become the
largest major in the CSUC
system and that additional
staffing for administration
schools is being incorporated into
the budget.
In discussing student govern
ment, students felt that it was too
lax and that there was not enou^
involvement. An ASB officer
expressed his belief that the
location of the ASB trailer was
partially responsible for this, and
that the new student union
building should help solve part of
the problem. Richard Bennecke,
C^l State Activities Director,
pointed out that the average
voter turnout in the CSUC system
was only 10 percent. (At (5SCSB
this year it was 12 percent; last
year it was 26 percent.)
Chancellor Dumke stated that
involvement in student govern
ment was a system wide
{Toblem. He said this was sad
because the student governments
control large sums of money and
have quite a political impact in
Sacramento.
The meeting with the students
concluded shortly after 11 a.m.,
and the chancellor then
proceeded to a meeting with
members of the Faculty Senate.
The 60-year-old Chancellor
Dumke started teaching at U(XA
in 1940. He taught history at
Occidental College from 1940 to
1957; serving as dean of the
faculty there for seven years. In
1957 he was appointed President
ot San Francisco State College;
which he left in 1961 to become
Vice-chancellor of Cal-State
Colleges, Los Angeles. After a
year in that position, he became
Chancellor of the CSUC system in
1962.
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Vet's checks to be delayed
By T. B. Tucker

At the risk of redundancy, let
me remind you once more that
beginning with the month of
June,
the
Veterans
Ad
ministration will be issuing
educational benefit checks after

the month for which they apply.
All veterans planning to attend
summer sessions will be faced
with payment of registration fees
on June 20, eleven days before
receiving June benefit checks.
VA regulations preclude the

possibility of requesting advance
payment for the summer term if
you were in attendance Spring
Quarter. There must be an in
terval of one full calendar month
between terms of enrollment.
Incidentally, this means veterans

attendir^ both summer sessions
will not be eligible for advance
payment in the Fall.
^rry about that!
But do not despair. Those of
you living "hand-toHnouth" may
yet find relief. The Veterans

Organist to give recital
Organist Dean Mclntyre, a
CSCSB music major, will present
the college's first student organ
recital at 4 p.m., Sunday, May 22
at the Congregational Church,
3041 N. Sierra Way, San Ber
nardino.
Mclntyre, an Apple Valley
resident, is organist and choir

director for two of tne sunaay
morning Protestant worship
services at George Air Force
Base. In addition to his ciu-rent
work at Cal State, he has studied
organ, theory and composition at
Syracuse University.
The organist also has selected
and prepared a chorus of eight

Femlnest News

voices to assist in the per
formance of six chorales, which
include Pachelbel's setting of
Martin Luther's hymn tune, "A
Mighty Fortress is Our God," and
Bach's last work, "Before Thy
Throne, I Now Appear."
The selections which Mclntyre
will play on the church's Abbott

Battered wives bill,
more boycotted records
By Sydneye Moser-James

State Senator Robert Presley
has introduced a bill into the
legislature (Senate Bill 91) which
would create from four to six
centers providing temporary,
emergency shelter and food for
battered wives and their
children. The centers would
remain open 24 hours a day.
Emergency services like tranportation,
medical
care,
psychological counseling, and
jobs and housing information
would at least be abailable to
those needing that information.
Senator Presley has also in
troduced another bill (Senate Bill
92) which would have the At
torney General collect reports of
marital violence incidents from
local law enforcement agencies
for two years. The data
assimilated from this study
would then be used to make
recommendations for further
legislative actions to reduce the
incidence of marital violence.
Questions concerning these
bills can be addressed to David
Townsend, in care of State
Senator Robert Presley, State
CaiMtol, Room 4076, Sacramento,
Ca. 95814. The telephone number
is 916-322-8536.
The Woman's Building, 1727
No. Spring St., Los Angeles, will
have a one day workshop on
Women and Science Fiction

taught by Joy Fisher. The
workshop will be an introduction
to contemporary science fiction
by women (and a few exemplary
men) engaged in recording
feminist visions of change. The
cost is $18-$16 members, and it is
scheduled for Saturday, May 28,
1(W.

The next N.O.W. meeting will
be the .first Thursday of June at
7:30 p.m. in the Redlands YWCA,
16 East Olive St., Redlands.
. Tickets for the ERA fund raiser
can be obtained from Pat Mitdiell in Ad-151.
Last week this column ran one
half of a list prepared by the
Women Against Violence Against
Women of offensive, degrading,
and humiliating record album
covers. The remainder of the list
is presented below. Readers are

encouraged to boycott these
albums: MERCURY, Group:
Ohio Players, Title: Honey;
MGM, Group: The Pretty Things,
Title:

Real

Pretty;

PHONOGRAM, INC. Group:
Ohio Players, Title: Skin Tight;
PHONOGRAM, Group: Lou
Reed, Title:
Velvet
Un

Pleasure;
WESTBOUND
RECORDS,
Group:
Ohio
Players, Title: Ecstasy ;
WESTBOUND
RECORDS,
Group: Ohio Players, Title:
Climax;
WESTBOUND
RECORDS,
Group:
Ohio
Players, Title: Pain.

derground ;

PIP RECORDS, Group:
Jimmy McGriff, Title: The Main
Queers; PIP RECORDS, Group:
O'Donel Levy, Title: Everything
I Do Gonna Be Funky; RCA,
Group: Fancy, Title: Turns You
On; RCA, Group: Nelson Slater,
Title: Wild Angel; SPRING
RECXDRDS, Group: The Fatback
Band, Title: Night Fever;
TWENTIETH CENTURY
RECORDS, Group: Southside
Movement, Title: Moving South;
UNITED ARTISTS, Group: Ohio
Players, Title: Very Best of (the
World of) Ohio Players; UNITED
ARTISTS, Group: The New
Ventures, Title: Rocky Road;
UNITED ARTISTS, Group:
Baron Stewart with Gatsby,
Title: The United Artists
Recording Society Presents,
"Bartering"; VANTAGE

Statistics
Lecture
Dr. Nancy R. Mann, Project
Manager,
Reliability
and
Statistics,
Rockwell
In
ternational Science Center, will
speak on Thursday, May 26, at 12
noon in BI-129. The tiUe of her
her illustrated talk is "Us
ing statistical methods of
reliability analysis to model the
world." Mann is sponsored by the
Mathematics Dept. All faculty
and students are invited.

Presents

Montrose;

WARNER BROTHERS, Group:!
Montrose, Title: Jump On It;
WESTBOUND
RECORDS,|
Group: Ohio Players, Title:

STUDENTS
GOOD FOOD & BEER
BURGERS - CHILI
HOT DOGS — SOUPS
POOL TABLES — GAMES

Senior
Recital
Schumann's "A Woman's Life
Cyde" will be featured in a
senior recital by so{x*ano Becky
Huskey at Cal State, San Ber
nardino Sunday afternoon. May
29.
The public is invited to attend
the free program, which will
begin at 4 p.m. in PS-10.
In addition to the eight songs of
Schumann, the program will
include the music of Handel,
Purcell, Mozart and Puccini.
The soloist, a resident of
Crestline, will graduate in June,
^e will continue her studies at
the college, working toward a
teaching credential.
Her accompanist at the recital
will be Debbie Nelson, a student
at the University of California,
Riverside.

ASB

(Continuedfrom Page 1 )

select its own chairperson until
one was appointed by the
president, was approved by the
Senate.
The other change, which stated
who would preside at the Senate
meetings in the event both the AS
.'ice-president and the president
pro-lem were absent, was
changed by the Rules Commititee
before
reporting it to the
Senate. Figueroa, who drafted
the by-law change, took ex
ception to this tampering and was
prepared to debate the attributes
of her version of the change.
To allow more time for
adequate discussion of this item,
it was tabled until a future date.
Among the items the Senate did
not consider, in addition to the
recognition of the Drama
Department, was a request by
the Inter-Organizational Council
for transfer of funds to their
operating account and the
request by Gallagher for travel
funds.

COUPON

RECORDS, Group: The Budi
Lavin Trio, Title: Moods in Jazz;
WARNER
BROTHERS,]
Group: The Meters, Title: Trickl
Bag; WARNER BROTHERSi
Group: Montrose, Title: Warner|
Bros.

and Sieker pipe organ are mostly
from Bach, including his Fugue
in G Minor.
Mclntyre, who presented his
first church concert at age 4, has
studied music seriously since
about age 12. The organ is his
major instrument. His studio
music instructor at Cal State is
Herbert M. Iverson, minister of
music at the Congregational
Church.
Members of the chorus include
four music majors from Cal Slate
and four members of Mclnlyre's
choirs at George AFB. They are:
Becky Huskey and I -in Dempsey,
sopranos; Sandra MacAulay and
Virginia Little, altos; Kevin
Price and Christopher Smith,
lenors; and Charles Talmadge
and Phillip Washington, basses.

Affairs Office is attempting to
establish a short-term fee
deferment ix-ogram for a limited
number of veteran students. Only
those veterans able to demon
strate a critical need will be
considered. Anyone interested in
aj^lying can pick up the forms at
the Veterans Affairs Office.
Other alternatives include an
emergency loan from the
Financial Aid Office. At best, this
would provide only partial relief
since the limit is $50 per student
and at presait the fund is almost
depleted. You can use your
BankAmericard or Master
Charge Card to pay registration
fees if you first clear it with the
bank.
If all elsefails, you may want to
consider
the
following
suggestions (please bear in mind
that the Veterans Affairs Office
assumes no responsibility for the
consequences):
(1) Hock your wife's wedding
ring,
(2) Steal your girlfriend's
purse,
(3) Stick up a Circle K,
(4) Sell that souvenir AK-47
you smuggled back from Nam.

O
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THIS COUPON GOOD ON ANY MONDAY-TUESDAV-WEDNESDAY IN May
BRING THIS COUPON AND ENJOY OUR
REGULAR 8" DEEP-PAN CHEESE PIZZA
PLUS, a "create your own" salad
from our new salad bar (a $2.8S value) f o r . . .

ONLY $

CHILDREN WELCOMS

THE WOODEN NICKEL
842 KENDALL DR.
883-4317

Sun-Thurs 11 am-10 pm, FrI-Sal 11 sm-ll pnt — 236 West Highland, San Bernardino
Also try our Delicious Spaghetti, Rav:'!!, 1 -^sagne. Sandwiches, and SpecialSaiads
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Art Show features intriguing forms
A fighter plant eject seat
converted into a lounge chair,
other handmade furniture, a
ceramic building that gives the
time and more pieces in a variety
of media are now displayed in the
Art Gallery at Cal State, San
Bernardino.
Oil paintings of moimtains
share the room with a flow
ing sculpture piece of welded
metal construction, Xerographs,
prints, blown glass and a six-foot
hand-carved grandfather's clock.
The show is all student work.
An unusual "L.A. Smog" piece
by Jeffrey Cruthirds of Riverside
is created from automobile
engine parts resting on an in
flated inner tube and topped with
gas masks.

Arthur Medcre of Hemet has
spent hours studying his home
work, while seated in the lounge
chair he made. The aluminum
eject seat from a fighter plane is
cradled in a red oak frame.
Among the added features is a
wooden holder for a beverage at
the side of one arm. The former
switches now convtrol the lights,
arranged to focus on Medore's
reading material. An automobile
gearshift makes the lever to
adjust the position of the chair.
Also imaginative is the red oak
chair designed and carved by
John Morgan of Claremont.
Morgan describes the furniture
as "root-y" in appearance since
it resembles the root structure of
a tree.

Howard Davis of Rialto has
created a modern version of the
roll-top desk from black walnut.
His clock is from African paduak
wood. No nails are used in either
of the furniture pieces.
Smaller pieces catch the eye
after the more startling work.
Among these are a glass sculp
ture, blown, cut and mounted on a
red background by Stan
Loewenkamp of Ontario, and a
necklace of silver, ivory, coral
and feathers by Cathy Cohen of
Redlands.
A large cube containing layers
of metal, plastic and cardboard
was creat^ by Kathy Whelan of
Riverside.
On the wall are "Visions of
Prehistoric Evolution Nos. 1 and

2" of salt-glazed stoneware, by
Richard Buck of Edgemont.
For his piece, Mario Amabile,
Jr., of Redlands, put a nickle in a
copying machine, lay across the
copying plate and pressed the
print button. The resultant
reproduction of the shirt he was
wearing was colored by the
student and framed with
reproductions of pens.
A bigger-than-life frog is
realistically depicted in Kevin
Aguilar's watercolor finished
with an airbrush. Aguilar is from
Colton.
Other students whose work was
selected for the exhibit, which
continues through June 10 in tiie
Cal State art gallery, are:
Linda Hill of Mira Loma;
Robert Bellah, Jeff Worth and
Mary F. Barrie, Riverside; Joy

Sigaty, Redlands;
Barbara Kunstler, Jack CuUey
and Don Greene of Rialto; Lois L.
Houser, Big Bear Lake; Rudy
Ramirez, Bob Parr and Tom
Greer of Colton; Rebecca Royal,
Forest Falls; Juan Garcia,
Highland; Cathy Reed, Running
Springs; Darlene Scalf, Fontana,
Bob Chairez, Mike Bennett
Peter Rodriguez, David Child, Jo
Murphy and George Neander of
San Bernardino.
"The show represents a wide
range of approaches to making
art and of visual forms, from the
abstract
to , the
almost
photographically represen
tational," said Roger Lintault,
chairman of the c;rt department.
"It shows a nice variety of the
kind of work done in the depart
ment."

Staff photo by Senovio Garia
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Sneak preview of Creative Arts Buildiiii

staff photo by Senovio Garza

The campus community wUl
get a special "sneak preview" of
the new Creative Arts Building on
Tuesday, June 7.
Open house, with conducted
tours, has been set for 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. and 7 to 9. p.m. that day.
The official dedication of the
new facility, which will house the
Music and Drama departments,
will occur during the next
academic year. Faculty and
department offices probably will
not move into the building until
afther the close of the Spring
Quarter.
Drama and music students
will conduct the mid-day tours,
which will depart every 15
minutes from one of the front
entrances. During the evening

hours, the college tour guides will
assist with the toiu*s, with muse
and drama majors stationed
throughout the building to ex
plain its special features. A tour
will take approximately a half
hour.
President John M. Pfau noted
there has been great interest
shown in the new building by
students, staff and faculty. "TlM
unofficial preview will give them
an opportunity to walk throught
the building."
The college accepted the
facility from the contractor last
week and maintenance crews are
now doing the final clean-up and
detail work necessary before the
building can be occupied.
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Features
Sci-fi
author
Ellison
attacks
media
By Dan Clint

On March 17 the Cal State
library celebrated the acquisition
of its 250,000th book, give or take
a few (after all, who's going to
count them?) and to com
memorate this historic event the
author of the final quartermillionth codex was invited to
give a lecture.
The author's name is Harlan
Ellison. For the people who
aren't familiar with who Ellison
is, 1 recommend the author's
card catalogue undef "E," and
for those too busy; Ellison is a
Southern California-based writer
who has won a slug of awards
(mostly sci-fi) and has written a
variety of things ranging from his
L.A. Free Press series to screen
plays for Star Trek.
Harlan Ellison: "Television.

staff photo by Kerry Kueefman ]

staff photo by Kerry Kugetman

. Is a bad thing."

Here at Cal State anything over
ten persons is considered a good
turn-out, so the corwd (which
may have contained a few
ringers from the ladies'
auxiliary) could be termed
nothing short of a landslide.
A percentage of the audience
must have been anticipating the
glitter-glow of an effervescently
glib Ray Bradbury, or at least a
mind boggling display of word
performance as with Tom Wolfe,
hut as it was, Ellison arrived with
a prepared speech and an ax to
grind.
The ax was intended to slay a
beast, a beast that may have
emerged as a result of his series
of Free Press Articles about the
"Glass Teat," the reference is to
television (with an obvious
negative connotation implied).
The "authentic lecture" was
actually an essay written to be
used in a future book. He said he
suspected the essay would
eventually get him thrown out of
the television industry. Its of
ficial name: "Revealed at last...
What killed the Dinosaurs and
You Don't Look So Terrific
Yourself," and the gist focused
on the incredible terribleness of
television. He related the title to
the content by suggesting
dinosaurs died as a result of a
lack of imagination.
This idea of television as an
antithesis to imagination isn't
new to the television generation.
Ellison echoed the claim that we
are becoming a non-literary
society, a society of illiterate
dormant dullards whose greatest
ambition in life is to get a better
picture on channel 2.

What about the educational
specials ("Ascent of Man"
series) or the Bogart movies?
What about the reruns? What
abuut the news? ALL of it is BAD
according to Ellison.
Why?
Because it is a spectator sport
that occurs in the confines of our
living room. Because it's unreal.
It's bad because of the time, the
tremendous volume of time that
represents itself as wasted
sections of our otherwise
productive lives. We are caught
in the quagmires of Gong Shows
and Soap Operas and staying,
staying until several hours have
elapsed.
Ellison claimed he was dumb.
He said he was so dumb that he
dropped out of Ohio State after a
year and a half with the lowest
GPA in its history.
In spite of his poor academic
achievement he appeared to
please the primarily student and
faculty audience. He seemed to
once again confirm the idea that
the university is like a hunk o f '
cheese: some people can cut it
and some pe(^le can't, and what
1 you do here has no real bearing
on your potential.
Even though Ellison couldn't
hack college, he doesn't have any
problem hacking up crowds. At
one point he said we were all a
bunch of "turkeys" and then on
second thought he hastily added,
"Hell, I'm a turkey too!"
Looking at us through his
yellow-tinted wire-rimmed
glasses he offered small tidbits
about the inside television world,
how booking guests for the
Johnny Carson show includes the

consideration of the person's
energy level.
Well, Ellison is definetely a
high-energy writer; that is, if
high-energy refers to his prolific
career or 1^ ability to stagger a
crowd's imagination by imitating
sounds of a creaking door or an
old woman's voice.
The idea that a good writer
isn't necessarily a good speaker
only applies to Ellison as far as
the limitations of his closed mind.
Perhaps he is only too involved in
a cause that threatens the end of
his beloved books, but it was with
Ellison as it must be with all
writers, eventually they must
contradict themselves. He
claimed he didn't own a
television but he stUl watches his
TV selectively and we, the
audience, were told that we were
television addicts whether we
owned televisions or not.
His final suggestion to "blow
the thing up" was characteristic
of EUison and showing his true
value. He is one of the angry
young artists who has failed to
lose his anger with age. He is a
man who can jump into a.cause
with both feet and talk about it
with humor and wit.
The library staff is to be
commended for their part in the
presentation of a man who is
clearly anti-academic and it
shows that the university is still a
veritable marketplace of ideas.
As for dinosaurs, he didn't
seriously reveal why they died,
but he may have unintentionally
given us a clue that our deaths
may result from the over simplification of very complex
problems.
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Science & Health

Vegetarianism is healthful, efficient

By David K. Hendricksen

In the final two columns for this
year, we will discuss the ih'Os and
cons of. eating a non-meat diet.
("Well, he's finally stopped
writing about sex.") We will,
from a psychologic^ point of
view, regress from a phallic
stage to an oral stage in the
development of our ideas. ("OhOh, wrong again!")
Now that you're confused, let's
talk about vegetarianism. Not
long ago, if someone chose this
lifestyle, the decision often was
met with concern, bewilderment,
and sometimes hostility by
family and friends. Now for a
number of very good reasons,
increasing numbers of adults are
adopting a non-meat or reduced
meat diet, but even today most
people consider such individuals
to be health nuts, fanatics, or
even slightly un-American. A

Book Review

hu^, rare steak has become a
symbol of the American Way.
Married women perpetuate this
notion through taking pride in
having a real "meat and potatoes
man" for a husband. After all,
how often have you heard a
woman brag about having a real
"fruit and vegetable man"
around the house.
More than what's in it for you,
and we'll get to that, we want to
think about what's in it for
society. Unfortunately, too many
people are begetting too many
more people and millions of them
are hungry. Many of them are
going blink for lack of vitamin A.
Many are suffering Kwashiorkor
for want of protein. Many are
dying simply from not having
enough food.
Our discussion relates to this
jx-oblem because consumption of
meat, the way we like it in this

country, is a monsterously
inefficient way to obtain protein.
Experts calculate that, allowing
for inedible portions of cattle,
sixteen pounds of grain are used'
to produce one pound of beef. In
1973, the cattle in tiiis country
consumed six times
the
reconunended protein allowance
for the total United States
population. The total amount of
grain being fed to livestock is
twice the current export amount
and is enough to provide every
human on earth more than one
cup of cooked grain every day of
the year. Think of the waste and
the wastes that result from this.
But you say, the areas of the
world which rely heavily on
plants as their source of protein
are generally those in which the
population is malnourished. True,
but this problem results from
inadequate variety in the

The Gomesmon 1

By Linda Miller
Library Staff Member

In recent years the study of the
corporate personality
has
fascinated behavioral scientists.
The influence of corporate
technology on our everyday lives
is tremendous.
One recent book seeks to study
corporate managers and tte
emotional attitudes that in
fluence their work. The author
.sought to understand how that
work, in turn, molded their
outlook, life style and motives.
By studying elite companies, the
strengths and limitations of the
American industrial system at its
best might be revealed.
In Michael Maccoly's, The
Gamesman, the author acts as
corporate anthropologist in
vestigating the psychostructure
of executives in high technology
corporations. A student of Eric
Fromm and David Riesman,
Maccoby's study was funded and
sponsored by Harvard Univer
sity, the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, and a fellowship to
the Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences. Using
psychoanalytic skills in in
terviewing 250 managers from 12
major companies, Maccoby's
work sought to identify the
motives and concerns that affect
these influential people.
In analyzing his data, Maccoby
conceptualized four distinct
personality types in the corporate
psychostruetiu"e. They are the
craftsman, the jungle fighter, the
"company man," and a new
breed, the gamesman. He tried
not only to determine the reasons
for managerial success, but also
to reach into ttieir home lives,
their goals, their social con
science.
The craftsman is mainly
motivated by the challenge of the
work he or she is doing. Chief
satisfaction is in creating
something of quality. Because
the craftsmen are more in
terested in the environment and
the struggles to understand and
deal with nature, they are rarely
political enough to make it to the
top of corporate management.
The power-hungry jungle
fighter has been conceived of as
the old-timer entrepreneur and
empire builder. But with today's

vegetable sources, not from a
lack of meat. Thousands of
vegetarians can attest to the fact
that animal products are not
necessary for good health. Plant
proteins are usually low in cer
tain essential amino acids, so
continued use of a single staple
results in deficiency of these
amino acids. Such deficiency
may be avoided through use
complementary plant proteins
such as mixing legumes (peas,
beans, lentils) with grains. Such
alternatives are not available to
many people.
Eating meat every day is so
culturally ingrained in our
society that we may forget that
many vegetarians never eat any
meat. Others may not exclude all
meat products and consume
milk, milk products (lactovegetarians), and-or eggs (lactoovo-vegetarians). Milk and eggs

are termed con^lete sources of
protein. The term "complete"
simply means that they contain
all of the essential amino acids.
When one avoids these foods, it
becomes necessary to consume
vegetable {woteins whose com
bined amino acids occur roughly
in the same ^x'oportions and
amounts as in milk and eggs.
Doing this results in a synergistic
utilization of these amino acids as
evidenced by the fact that con
suming beans and wheat at the
same meal results in about 33
percent more usable protein than
if they are eaten separately. This
is a function of absorption and
metabolic use of the amino acids
ix-esented to the body.
Next week we'll discuss other
nutrients and other health con-'
siderations for the non-meat
eater.

study of corporate behavior

questions unanswered con
by Maslow, MacGregor and
goals." His work has had him in
complex, highly educated labor
cerning the solution to the cor
others.
Such
a
model
fails
to
touch with a few gamesman-like
force, the jungle fighter's hostile
porate dilemma, the book
recognize
the
spirit
of
human
leaders
whose
personal
tactics are not the most effective
presents an interesting study of
independence
and
individuality.
development
just
might
make
the
strategies. Today's corporation
corporate life at the top. It is
He says," a system that 'fits' and
creation of such a system
needs an integrative and
written in a simple, readable
stimulates one character type
possible in the future. In the
manipulative type of leader.
prose style devoid of scholastic
may be frustrating for another.
meantime, this penetrating
Because skills in developing
jargon.
To
evolve
a
system
that
develops
analysis
may
assist
us
in
un
people are rarely found in this
The Gan»esman is in the
all but the most hard-core jungle
derstanding the currents of
type of personality, it is a
library under call number HF
'fighters
requires
democratic
corpCM'ate
life
around
us.
disappearing breed ammg the
5500.3 U54 M25.
processes and shared humanistic
Although it leaves several
corporate hierarchy.
The "company man" is
described as essential to the
functioning of a large cor
poration. Highly dependent on
the corporation to give them a
sense of identity, company men
and women often mulishly stick
to "the rules" and resist change.
They are not risk takers and,
therefore, lack the qualities
necessary to -establish them
selves at the cutting edge of the
technostructure. They are there
in numbers, but the places at the
top are reserved for a new type of
executive, the gamesman.
The bulk of the discussion
centers on the character and
concerns of the gamesman. The
gamesman combines qualities of
all three of the other types plus
some unique qualities of his or
her own. The gamesman is the
people-developer; the organizer
of teams. For the gamesman,
work life is a complex game full
Production under the direction of Richard Baylor
of interesting moves, exciting
Lighting and Stage Manager • Philip D. West
challenges and risks.
Poster and Program Design • Mary Newman, Mark Wronski
The character of this corporate
type is most fully developed.
Numerous case studies are
CAST
discussed to provide a detailed
Loren FRbeck
picture of this personality.
Amanda Sue Rudisa
Family, friends, co-workers and
St. Teresa I
vtoki Johnson
St. TeresaII
—
SandraMacAulay
supervisors are interviewed in
St- tonatiua
;
Kevin Price
depth with regard to the
St. Chavez
;.
Joseph Coyazo '
gamesman. The resulting picture
St. Settlement
CoirineSoto
is both revealing and absorbing.
Martyr
LorlHaage
StjPlan
ChariesTatmadge
—
David Bruce
St.PHar
BeclcyHuskey
A key issue in the discussion
Thomasine
—
Sylvia S«va
St. Quiseppe
"....
......t
Bruce MacAutay
concerns the lack of development
VWIIam
— DeanMclntyre
St. Hllaire
JwieLongan
of social conscience or 'heart"
Qectra
AnnEastman
St. Demardlne
AnnaUrt»nek
about the consequences of one's
Gitberf
TerryOowna .
St.Martha
TamryMcCauley
Wilhehnina
Sarah Nesbit
St. Felice
GInaBaca
actions. The gamesman is rarely
Arthur
BurtOflswold
St. Cardinal
Michael Tachia
concerned with the social con
Evelyn
Susar^ larfhelt
sequences and viability of his or
her work. Maccoby identifies this
as a key problem. The
gamesman's intellectual skills
are very highly developed but his
emotional skills are woefully
neglected.
In closing, Maccoby criticizes
the well-known model or
organization behavior endorsed

parody of on opera

FOUR SAINTS
IN
THREE ACTS

"An^^et^^rotorio to be sung"
oerformed in the Recital Hall of the

New Creative Arts Building
June 4 & 5 at 8 p.m.

Advance tickets

$1.50

FREE with student ID

on sole NOW in Music Dept.

I
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Campus cop tells situation
By Jeanne Houck

Have you ever wondered what
the Campus Police do all day,
besides hand out traffic tickets
and chase away the snakes
sunning themselves on tne
sidewalks? Well, I was curious
too, and made an ai^intment to
talk with a Sgt. Art Butler,
determined to find out the truth!
{We aspiring reporters are
always ready to uncover scan
dalous activities).
So last Friday I made my way
to the Police Station perched on
the little hill behind the B.I.
building. I was ushered into Sgt.
Butler's office, where I was
graciously received. Throughout
the interview, (and I found this to
be true of all the Police People I
spoke with) Sgt. Butler was very
{feasant and helpful.
Butler is one of two sergeants
who are under Chief Gomez, and
over sixteen officers. Of the
sixteen officers, eight are sworn
police officers, and eight are
civilian employees. Two civilians
are parking officers, and the
other civilians are dispatchers
and office workers.
Alternately one sergeant is an
administrator, and die other is an
operations supervisor. They
trade jobs about every three
months. The administrator's job
is to do the paperwork, keep up
on laws and regulations, and
oversee the officer training. The
operation supervisor's job in
cludes general law enforcement,
as well as reviewing the reports
that the officers have to fill out
every time they do ANYTHING.
Campus Police are state
commissioned, and available to
local police in emergencies.
However, they try to stay within
a one mile radius of the campus.
I asked Sgt. Butler how the
police are treated by the students
of Cal. State. "The students here
are friendlier than the average.
Much friendlier than the students
at San Jose where I worked
before." Possible reasons for
this? "This college is small, and
separate from the city, i^ike
San Jose. The students are
generally here for about three
hours a day, they just don't stay
on campus that long." Butler
notes that tempers don't run as
high on campuses now that the
Vietnam War is over.
Another change Butler attests
to is that of fewer drug busts
since 1972-73. The gradual decline
continues even with the new
marijuana
law
making
possession of less than an ounce
of it a misdemeanor, instead of
felony.
Butler says this has produced a
two-fold change. "Now the
students who use marijuana
aren't as careful about hiding it
from us. They're a lot more open
about it. And we give them
tickets for possessing less than an
ounce, instead of booking them."
Cal State has a fairly low crime
rate, and few of the disturbances
involve its students. "Our most
common offenders, drunk drivers
and burglars, are usually tran
sients such as minors from local
high schools and people from the
city." A sore point with the
I»Uce, (besides the students who
like to sneak and park in the
'Visitors Only section) is the
medical parking spaces reserved
for the handicapped students.

"Students see eight empty lots
for the handicapped, and decide
to park there. The trouble is, ten
minutes later eight handicapped
students arrive and find their
spaces taken. Then it is brought
to our attention by a very vocal
group of handicapped students."
Because of toe
educational
requirements for sworn police,
(AA for patrolmen and BA for
sergeants) some officers are
attending Cal State as students.
Also required is police training at
Glen Helen San Bernardino
County Sheriff's Academy. It
lasts three months and Butler
describes it as "a lot like Marine

bootcamp!" The Campus Police
are selected and trained ac
cording to toe rules set by the
Commission on Peace Officers
Standards and Training. This
commission periodically
evaluates the police force, to
make sure they are complying
with all requirements.
But
besides
all
these
requirements, our Campus
Police get extra training, utler
told me this extra training is
emphasized here. "Each of our
officers averages 80 hours per
year of specialized training. This
enables us to develop expertise in
various areas." The police

department now has two
evidence field technicians, and a
resident rape counselor.
The rape counselor is officer
Pam Zmolek. Zmolek took a
course in handling sex crimes at
the San Bernardino County
Sheriff's Academy, and also
attended a seminar concerning
rape offer^ by the FBI. Zmolek
is one of the two women on the
force, and the only female sworn
officer. Zomlek feels that she is
"treated no differently than toe
male officers" by the students,
and the officers themselves. She
also said that there had been one
reported rap in six years on

can^us, but not enoi^ evidence
to convict anyone. This year
there was one female assault
reported.
Butler told me that toe police
keep a high ix-ofile in areas such
as parking lots. "We believe a
visible patrol car prevents crime
in there."
But. when reshonding to a
touchy situation, where they feel
that their uniform would inflame
toe problem, a plain-clothesman
is sent.
"I like Cal State," says
Butler." It hs a low crime rate
and a fine student body. It's a
nice place to woric."

staff photo by Kerry Kugelman
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Bartholomew Higgins and Cash McGill
Cash McGiU also possessed a
competent aptitude for whoring.
He practiced wh(»'ing more than
his fast draw. He instructed
Bartholomew on the proper
conduct for an outlaw following a
successful holdup. For a year and
a half they celebrated success
with tiie best cards, whiskey and
women money could buy. Only
one holdup went unwhored. But
as they rode into Deadwood,
South Dakota, following the chess
game in Laramie Bartholomew
Higgins and Cash McGill had
enjoyed delicious whoring
epdogues to every holdup.
In Deadwood Cash in^oduced
Bartholomew to MoUie and Lotta.
The four of them spent the whole
night whoring in an upstairs suite
of the Painted Lady saloon.
When dawn tinted the curtain
lace Bartholomew lay with his
back to the floor, balancing a shot
glass full of the best whiskey
money could buy on his forehead.
(jOtta straddled his unbuckled
belt buckle giggling amid petticoated profusion, sipping
brandy.
"You know," said Bar
tholomew trying to focus the shot
glass between his two crossed
eyes, "every new day just needs
a new plan."
"And you're one helluva
planner, Kid," said Cash with a
fist around the neck of a bottle of
the best whiskey money could
buy and another fist around
something female sharii^ the
whiskey's distinction.

"Younger, James, Doolin — all
them dudes,'' said Bartholomew,
"were damn good, just too
damned imimaginative. Tell me,
when did Jesse James ever start
a goldrush? Tell me that, damn
it!"
In the summer of 1900 Bar
tholomew had ridden hell-bent
into a Montana mining town
hollering, "Gold! Gold!" He
burst through the door of the
assay office spilling nuggets and
dust, still hollering, "Gold!
Gold!" and gathering quite a
crowd. .
"Forty miles east," he gasped,
half swallowing broken gulps of
air. "It's a mile wide!"
Panic ensued.
An exodus resembling rats
fleeing before a fire scrambled
from the east end of town. Thirty
minutes later Cash and Bar
tholomew rode south with twentyfive thousand dollars saddlebagged behind them.
Bartholomew still tried to focus
on the shot glass now half full.
"I bet we could even take the
First National Bank in Northfield," he said. "Just'^the two of
us. On the right day with the right
plan,"
Cash had wrestled Mollie to a
delicious intensity but stopped
even breathing at the mention of
Northfield.
Northfield had been the
Waterloo of the legendary James
gang. For over a decade the gang
had eluded the best lawmen in the
country. They had embarrassed

the
renowned
Pinkerton
Detective Agency on many oc
casions. But in 1876 the citizens of
Northfield delivered the legen
dary gang a bitter resolve. Only
Frank and Jesse returned safely
to their home in Missouri; Oiree
men had been killed and thei
Youngers imprisoned by Nor
thfield's capricious gunplay. The
James brothers never managed
to restore the notorious ex
cellence that had ridden with
them prior to the fiasco in Nor
thfield. Of course the town
speople assured a portion of that
legend like a shield plucked from
a fallen adversary.
Another factor had aroused
Cash McGill's breathless at
tention to Northfield; Minnesota
still remained a reasonably safe
state of refuge, sustaining their
prosperous business ventures.
"\^y the hell Northfield!"
repeated Cash over and over
throughout the two day journey
east to Mankato. "Why the hell
not New York or Chicago!"
"If it's not right we'll just ride
away," said Bartholomew. "No
harm done casing the situation."
"It's damn dumb," insisted
Cash. "What the hell was
Laramie! Our last job. It's
goddamn dumb, Bartholomew.
We don't need it."
"Nothing's dumb if it works,"
responded
Bartholomew
vaguely, watching an eightpoint
buck watching them at a
vulnerable distance.
"If what works!"

The Benchwarmer

American Justice
By Clover C. Sheepcorn Hi

Hi Bubba.
I thought I had seen the
ultimate low in American justice
when they didn't allow Gaudine
Longet time to spend with her
children on Mother's Day. After
all she's spending such a long
time, 30 days, in jail for shooting
her lover. But when that Judge
Callister, I believe, gave Patty
Hearst only 5 years on probation
because he didn't think there was
"a heart in America that isn't full
of compassion for her parents," I
knew I'd seen the pits.
How sweet that judge is. Many
of us felt sorry for Gary
Gilmore's mother, too, but that
didn't help him, he was still
executed by the firing squad.
Charles Manson also has a big
family and a lot of people and
parents to find compassion for.
What about the relatives and
friends of the Harris's? Aren't
they entitled to an equal amount
of sympathy? Apparently not
because they got 11 years for
committing the same crime as
Patty Hearst.
Isn't it wonderful how a few
million dollars can make the
hearts of judges brim over with
sympathy. I guess the old saying
"money talks" is true.
Speaking of money, when
buying jumper cables don't buy
the cheap kind. I was on my way
to school today, or so I thou^t tiU
I tried to start my speedster.
Seems as though the battery was
dead. I got my sweetie to let me
use her car far a jump and we

thought we were doing fine till the
jumper cables started to smoke
and melt.
My sweetie is a quick thinker
and she took off Her best sweater
and pulled the cables off. Then we
had to call a garage to help us. In
die long run it was an expensive
jump. I had to pay the garage,
buy my sweetie a new sweater
plus the expensive kind of jumper
cables.
Speakii^ of jumping. Old JA
cornered me the other day. He
doesn't think any of you folks out
there have been reading my
column. He says it is so
horrendous that someone should
have made a complaint about it
by now. (Never said no such
Wng! — Editor.) Actually I
thought I was doing quite good.
As you may have noticed I have
even taken up creative writing.
The following poem is an
example of my fine talent.

French
movie

A1938 French movie, "La Bete
Humaine," starring Jean Gabin
and Simone Simon, will be shown
at C)al State, San Bernardino
Saturday evening, June 4.
The showing will begin at 7
p.m. in the Lecture Hall of the
Physical Sciences building.
The film, which has English
subtitles, will be presented for
the community without charge by
the Department of Foreign
Languages as the last in diis
year's foreign film series.

A Planter of Mushrooms
By CLover C. Sheepcorn

A planter oknushrooms
lam.
The best in my hade.
I started young
learning the ways,
it took a long time too
But it paid off
I know exactly what to do.
My eyes are sharp
I can find my way across
any strange cave.

"Hey," said Bartholomew
festering his own exuberance as
the buck stepped casually out of
sight. "If it doesn't look right, if
we both don't agree it's right,
then we won't do a damn thing
but pass on through."
"Damn it. Kid," said (^sh. "I
organized bicycle races in
Denver, got married in Salt Lake
City, did a lot of unnatural things
for a man in my profession, but
damn if I'm going to get shot to
hell in Northfield, Minnesota, just

so you can write Cole Younger
that you pulled the job that put
him behind bars."
Bartholomew spilled little bits
of laughter he could not contain
within him.
"Helluva note," chuckled
Bartholomew. "Cash McGill,
damnedest gunfighter in the
whole West, suddenly skiddish
over bullets!"
"It's damn careless, Bar
tholomew."

Conclusion next week

Letters to the Editor

Appreciative
Health Center
Editor, PawPrint,
The Student Health Center
wishes to extend its thanks to
everyone on campus who helped
make this year's blood drive such
a large success.
The fund received 77 pints of
blood; 6 of which came from
faculty, 11 from staff and 60 from
students.
Student Patrick McMuUen won
the $50 donated by the ASB and
staff member Joe Bell won the
$25 donated by the Staff Council.
Again a hearty thank you to all
who gave to this worthy fund and
insured that there is blood

available for the entire college
community.

Carolyn Smits
Health Center

No Higgins fan
Editor:
"Bartholomew Higgins and
C:ash McGill" is like a prune
before the Danish Court.
"Serialized
and
run
in
segments"?
S. Pearce Kllllan

APPLYING TO
DENTAL SCHOOL
OPTOMETRY SCHOOL
OSTEOPATHIC SCHOOL

MEDICAL SCHOOL
PHARMACY SCHOOL
VETERINARY SCHOOL

FOR 1978?
CONFUSED ABOUT APPLICATION PROCEDURES, DEADLINES, COMMITTEE
LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION, ETC.?

GET YOURSELF ON TRACK
MEET WITH MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR THE
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
WEDNESDAY MAY 25 1:00 81-129
THURSDAY MAY 26 10:00 BI-129
IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND ONE OF THESE SESSIONS AND NEED
ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS. PLEASE CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE
COMMITTEE. WE WANT TO BE OF ASSISTANCE TO YOU.
DR. DENNIS PEDERSON (CHAIRMAN)
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, PS-311. 887-7383
DR. DAVE HENDRICKSEN
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCES AND HUMAN ECOLOGY. PS-313
887-7387
DR. DENNIS IKENBERRY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS. PS 115, 887-7369
DR. ELLEN TAYLOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, BI-308. 887-7391

I can breathe Just as easy
at any pressure
or altitude.
I've learned my tools
and can make them do anything
even without sight.
I'm the best in the land.
A planter of mushrooms
is important.
A wrong decision
can cost a wrong life.
There's Los Angeles
sticking up in the dark.
White and red rivers
flow directly below.
Time is ripe.
Heres a mushroom
Ha, Ha, just for you.
A planter of mushrooms
lam.
The best in my trade.

^

6 & 8:30 p.m.
Friday, May 27
PS-10 Admission: FREE
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come one ! come oil I
to the

SPRING FESTIVAL
Cal-State's ''Big Event"
Featuring

The Alley Katzz

Mark Wenzel

Renaissance Dancers
Bellydancer: Carol-Lee Kent

Bake Sale

Art Show
""Li's
the

Plant Sale

Cal-State Acrobatics
and

FREE WATERMELON
Thursday, May 26; 11 a.m. to 4 p.m
centered around the "'Greek Theatre"
everyone is invited,_and that means YOU!
sponsored by CSCSB ASB
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Friday 13th gomes plagued by bad luck
By Ray Milland

Despite the bright outlook,:
Friday the 13th held true to
tradition
once
again.
All games ended in forfeit.
Various incidents of food
poisoning, drowning and car
accidents thinned the ranks of
three teams badly enough to hand
Son of a Pitch, 80 per cent All
Meat Weiners and the Bionic
Bailers a plus in the win slot.
There were reasons for anlicipalion when the 13th finally
rolled around. Friday the ISth

marks the climax to Cretin
Trucks Days. Cretin Trucks Days
is the big local celebration
sponsored by Cretin Trucks Del
Rosa, an international car club
with its headquarters in San
Bernardino. It is common
knowledge that chapters as far
away as Tulsa, Okla. drive in to
party with their club members
and the local community.
The fun lovers always come out
and'^support Cal State's in
tramural Softball league. Friday
was no different. Although there

were forfeits, a couple of games
did take place, and the stands
were filled. One game involved
Bob Blackey's highly talented
Son of a Pitch bolstered by a few
free agents. For seven innings
they fought tooth and nail with
the Bionic Bailers.
The tempo of the game was set
in the first inning. On a 3-2 count
with a runner at first, Ivan
Glasco grounded sharply to
shortstop. There was a slight
mix-up on the play at first. First
basemen, Bob Blackey, fielded

Honiers and Bad News Pears romp to victory
By Carlos Calcium
Homers and Bad News Pears
Romp to Victory

The current Cinco de Mayo
champions, Supply and Demand,
were handily mauled, stepped on,
crushed, broken and thrown out
Monday, as the Homers literally
destroy^ the Economists 20-4.
The Homers proved to be just
too much for Supply and
Demand, dominating the game
from the early innings. The
Economists
just
couldn't
withstand that constant bom
bardment of hits being showered
at them by the Homers. (They
kept muttering something about
•'opportunity cost.")
Menoca, Dewey, Given and
Norris put together the awful
arsenal (16 hits) to power the
Homers past the hapless Supply
and Demand. The Supply and
Demand team, besieged by in
juries, absences and mid-terms,
just couldn't get things started,
as the outstanding Homer
defense shut everything down.
Not even the outstanding play
of S & D's lovely ladies, Michelle
Houle, Yvonne Dix and Debbie
Porter could save the dommed
Econo team. One bright side, Joe
Saldino extended his hitting
streak to four games (watch out

Barbecue
winners
Winners of the recent Sports
Committee Bar-B-Que photo
contest were: Sheila Rutherford,
Joey Ainsworth, Roberta Stathishis-Ochoa and Doris Scot
I. ,
Each winner receives two free
Lickeis to the Bar-B-Que, held last
Saturday, May 21, 1977,
The intramural personalities
whose photo appeared in the
Pawprint were: May 10th — Jeff
Ricks, May 17th — A) Gayle
Hendrickson, B) Francoise
McGinnis and C) Roberta
Stathis-Ochoa.

Joe Dimaggio!!) Ed Vickers
proved to the world that he really
is human, making his first error
of the season. (There goes the
gold glove award this year, Ed)
Standings
Homes
Bad News Pears
Tokay-Arrowhead
Supply & Demand
Dianne's Demons
Waterman Drips

W
2
2
2
1
1
t

L
1
1
1
2
2
2

While Supply and Demand was
slowly being put to death, another
team was being physically
abused and
traumatically
decimated. Dianne's Demons
found Monday not too pleasant,
being man-handled and mauled
by those rough and tough
Thespians from the Drama Dept,
those awesome Bad News Pears.
The Pears, lead by the Golden
Sultan of Swat, Kurt Nelson (who
hits everything over everyone),
combined for 26 hits to rip the
cover off the ball. Marty
Christian (who fought pain and
the bathroom sink), shook off his
injuries and exploded for three
clutch hits to spark the Pear's
offense Marty played his usual
flawless game at shortstop,
plugging up the Drama Depart
ment's defense.
Morris Ridgeway (shedding his
wig and helmet) also contributed
strong play for the Pears, as did
right fielder Danny Bilson, J.C.
Wright spent the day sunning

P K H H Y
LIVE FOLK-BLUEGRASS
BODIE MTN.

M«T 24

Biuegross nd Acoustic Music

Hiiirs,

-WutFeatured Act to be Atrtouneed

Mor 27
•

FOXFIRE

Bluegross

-Wui-

MARC YOUNGER

Iif3W BASEUNE.SAN BERNARD^ fiK-2ll

WARGAMES

ATIZOIhVS:

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS, MICRO-ARfdOR, FANTASY FIGURES
. . . A L S O MILITARY MINIATURES, R E F E R E N C E S . AND ADVICE
T U C C I I C I I I C D 3 7 0 1 MERRILL AVENUE. RIVERSIDE
Int rUolLltn
734 -1570. lo-e WEEK, io-5 SAT.
• YOUR HOBBY I S OUR B U S I N . S S . S O WE DO IT RIGHT'

himself in left field, occassionally
making a spectacular play once
in a while (he still thinks he's
Willie Mays...say hey...)
The Drama Dept. just couldn't
do anything wrong, and are in t(^
shape for the coming playoffs.
Don't miss their next per
formance next monday:
As for the Demons, well, they
played better than Supply and
Demand, but not much. Dave
Runner, Dan Reed and shortstop
Bob Borowski all contributed
strong play. (Ask Cathy
Jackson). Jim Wells turned
acrobat in the outfield to rob the
Fears of even more runs. Final
score Bad News Pears 16,
Dianne's Demonds 2.
The Tokay-Arrowhead bunch
won by forfeit over the Waterman
Drips, making them 2-1. Had the
Drips showed up...well, they
didn't, so who cares. Sorry guys,
maybe next week.

the low throw, and then collided
with Ivan running down the line.
Sharp words were exchanged and
upires had to separate the two.
There were taunts exchanged
throughout the game from both
benches.
In the top of the third, Ed
Vickers was hit in the head with a
pitch. That sent both teams onto
the field, swinging fists and bats.
The melee lasted 10 minutes
before order was restored.
Wagoner shook off the effects of a
broken leg and contributed
strong play in the late innings.
John Herrick turned in a hard
fought game for Son of a Pitch.
Ivan Glasco won his third
straight game as pitcher for the
Bailers. Behind the fielding of
third basemen, Charlie McKee
and the hitting of Steve Byce, Joe
Baldino and Willie Hamilton,
Glasco coasted to an ea^, 13-3

win.
Numerous fights broke out in
the stands throughout the game.
Fans in the left field bleachers
hurled bottles and cans at Son of
a Pitch leftfielder Stein, who
found it difficult to field amongst
all the garbage. Police were
finally placed at key points in the
seats and order was restored.
After the game, a ceremony
marking the end of the Oetin
Trucks Days was performed at
homeplate. The national anthem
was played by the rock group.
Smog, and everybody went home.
Broken smiles and spit littered
the field, but everyb^y had a
good time.
Standings
W L
80 per cent All Meat Wieners 3 1
Bionic Bailers
3 1
Son of a Pitch
2 2
Los Cagapalos'
Soft Balls
(On Probation)

Novelty Relay cures boredom
If one found ones' self bored on
a June 1 or if one's good enough
June 3, then one might enter Cal
State's answer to the Grand Prix,
the Novelty Relay.
This demented emotional outlet
consists of a tricycle, wagon,
bicycle, roller skates and four
very sick pe(^le to propel the
vehicles.
Last year's winners Mark
Wronski and his CRC's have
disbanded so Marilyn Goldstein's
unbeatable foursome looks to me
to be the team to beat.
But the Crestline Cougars
along with a number of other
returnees will offer some com
petition, though it couldn't be
considered stiff, or even be

considered limp. Get four bodies,
a tricycle, bicycle, roller skates
and a wagon.
Then come out to the Lower
Commons at noon on June 1. For
further details contact Joe Long
(PE-124) or "j. C. Wright
(wherever).
Volleyball

How's volleyball?
Well, it's just bouncing right
along.
Tl^ee teams are now tied for
first place* Christine Hay,
Orville
Lintand
th«'
"Whatevers," along with Val
Devlin and her "Free Radicals"
and Kay Williams with Ajax l^d
this questionable group of
volleyers.
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Betty's Boys lose to Wrroong, but still dominates
By Carlos Calcium

Refusing to fall too far behind
Betty's Boys, {Cal State's
defending softball champions)
Wrroong handily defeated those
psychos from tne Newts 15-8.
Both teams played rather
evenly until the fourth inning
when Wrroong, aided by some
sleepy fielding, jumped to a 4-run
lead that completely demoralized
the Newts. Wrroong played
almost
perfect
defense
throughout the game, but ran into
occasional trouble with first

baseman Jim Given.
Can anyone really be that
short? Wrroong shortstop, Ben
McAllister swears that Jim is
playing on his knees! Rumor has
it that Big Jim will be getting
"elevator" tennis shoes for the
big games ahead.
Mary Ann Ainesworth paced
Wrroong's attack with 4 hits,
helping hand the poor Newts their
third loss.
Left fielder Trau^person helped
the Newts as much as he could,
but to no avail. The Newts were

all stars as they had a good time
once again last Friday. Who
cares what the score is — is it my
turn to bat? After all, it's not if
you win or lose — or is it?
Wrroong's win keeps them in a
close second to defending
champions Betty's Boys. Coach
Long has a few surprises for the
Boys for the play offs — rumor
has it that they have developed
new and advanced defensive
shifts. They also have been
saving star infielder, Val King
(who hit .357,43 HRs, 127 RBI for

the San Francisco Giants last
year) who will be in top shape for
the coming playoffs.
The Swift Sox won by forfeit
over Nosrep Elpoep, who couldn't
get any of their star players to
come out on a damp day. A
practice game was held however,
and the Swift Sox swiftly
destroyed Nosrip Elpoep 2(^8.
Those immortal names .. . Cole,
Tucker, Morgan and Ochoa all
proved to be too much for die
NEs. Twyla and Dominique
McGinnis.provided most of the

punch for Nosrep Elpoep.
Game of the Week

Betty's Boys once again proved
their dominance here at Cal State
by extending their record to 4
wins, 0 losses, beating the
scrappy faculty team 11-8.
It was the Boy's hardest fought
game, being decided in the sixth
inning with a 5-nin burst that
brought them from behind (8-6)
to victory. This had been the only
time they have ever been behind
this season. And no wonder, with
returning veteran players whose
names echo in the Hall of Fame
...Plancencia, Nagel, Faustini,
Campbell, the Alio brothers,
Price, Bejarno and Warren. They
make up one of the most solid,
best fielding and hitting teams in
all 3 leagues.
Faculty almost pulled the upset
off, but choked in the final two
innings. Esposito, Johnson and
Lee lead the educators to the
hard fought defeat.
Standings

Betty's Boys
Wrroong
Swift Sox
Faculty No. 1
Newts
Nosrep Elpoep

More unapathetic bodies wanted
By Wuthnot P. Woodhaven Ml

This year's play, like in the
past, has been marked with a
lack of participants. Also, there
has
never
been
enough
unapathetic girls on this campus
to make the leagues large enough
so two or three, or if the're really
lucky, four teams wouldn't have
to play each other over and over.
It's much more fun to play

different teams. Playing the
same one(s) over and over is
almost like playing your own
team.
The women that have played in
our programs diis year have been
loyal. If you ask them they'll tell
you how much fun the games
were whether two on two, three
on three, or five on five.
I wouldn't think they would
stay out for an activity that was

Aquatic extravaganza
By F. Lipper

This year's aquatic ex
travaganza will be held on
Wednesday, May 25 from 3-5 p.m.
in the Cal State swimming pool. I^
was discussed having it in Gene
Carver's bath-tub, but judges
ruled that only students and
faculty could enter and piranhas
did not fill either category.
Joe "Underwater" Qtt will lead
a prestigous array of mermales,
while Mary Abraham will lead

the mermaids into this meet.
This
year's
meet
will
include events like a 25 yard dog
paddle, a 25 yard inner-tube
freestyle and the big splash dive.
Meet director, J. C. Wright, is
anxiously anticipating a large
turnout.
When asked about it he soid,
"There are a lot of fish on this
campus."
So come on out!
For any further information
contact J. C. Wright.

Turkeys roast, tennis pushes
Larry Kramer, Cathy Jackson
and "Tell Ya Later" fought the
"Turkeys" to 15-12 and 15-13
losses in last week's match of the
week.
As the season winds down to the
play-offs the competition is going
to get hot and heavy.
So on Thursday at 3 p.m. go
down to the gym and see all the
action, or get out of bed and leave

the action.
Tennis

All who are participating in this
quarter's tournament seem to be
wondering where the hell Ivan
Glasco and "KK" are.
That is — all except Jeff Ricks
and Jaime Swolinsky who are
running away with the cham
pionship.
So, tennis pushes on.

"a drag." So to you girls who
have participated, thank you, and
to you who haven't, get off your

probably flabby or at least
unathletic asses and play
basketball! (or something!)

W

4
3
2
2
1
0

L

0
1
2
2
3
4

Did you know that

There are only two events left
on this year's intramural
schedule? Only two chances for
you to win a coveted Coyote Tshirt!

Straight shooters win points
By Forrest M. Sherwood
Archery Playday

It was a windy day in Sherwood
Forest, but the festive-like at
mosphere in the air was not
"blown over."
Tournament favorites Joe
Hood, Lady Conception (Con
stance) and Robin Givenhood
were very sharp (arrow, get it?)
and confident of victory, but two
unscrupulous villains from San
Bernardino came on the scene.
This dastardly town, the allAmerican city (I pledge

allegiance . . .) produced such
other notable villains, Jack the
Ripper, Andy Warhol and
Florence Nightingale.
Debbie "Straight Shooter"
Chase-29 and Jim "Friar Tuck"
Wells,48, won their respective
divisions.
After one practice run each
competitor got three sets of six
arrows and the best set was
recorded. Carol Day - 22 and
Sandy Hill -14 gave. Debbie most
of her competition, while Joe

Hood - 44 and Jerry Keretz - .38
gave Friar Tuck a run at his
drum stuck.
There was a great turnout for
this year's event. The winners
received (or will receive) Tshirls. So, if you missed this
event or even if you didn't, during
tlie first week of June there will
be another opportunity for you to
recreate. Yes, this year's Hor
seshoe Playday is coming. Don't
miss it! Contact Sandy Carter for
further details.
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 25

Classifieds

CSCA sign ups, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., outside Commons Lobby
ASB Cartoon festival. 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.. C-104
Newman Club, 12 noon, C-219
ytecounting Club Speaker, 12 noon, LC-500(L)
Mystery Movie Series: "Boomerang", 1 p.m., Lib. Music
Listening Facility
Cardiac Pulmonary Resuscitation Demonstration, 2 p.m., LC500(S)
ASB Activities Committee, 3 p.m., ASB Trailer
International CLub, 3 p.m.. LC-400(L)
ASB Cartoon Festival, 6-8 p.m., C-104

1973 AMC Qremlln for sale. Auto
matic trans, good mileage. $1550/
best offer. CaH after 4 p.m., 245-2043
Victorville.
Wanted: Student with good speak
ing ablllly for instructional tape nar

rations. Part-time, $10/hr. See Pete
at Audio Visual LC-87 for details.

THURSDAY, MAY 26

Wanted: Very cheap apartment or
house near campus for after Jurie 15.
Gail 686-2768, evenings.

ASB Executive Cabinet. 7 a.m., C-219
SPRING FESTIVAL, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.. Greek Theatre
Asian American Students Club, 2 p.m., LC-204
Woodpushers Anonymous. 7 p.m. -12 midnight. SS-Atrium

Jobs
The owl

By Christie Heslep

Each night he comes,
calls that same trembling .
song and 1 rememl^er the world
as a child afraid of shadows.
For years he hurnped on the tree
near my window: his claws grew deep
into branches that creaked Kke boards
of houses known to ten-year olds lying
in beds of narrow rooms.
Once I heard the sound of death nearby:
his hollow whistle spoke as I shut my eyes
and felt tiny, silver strings tremble in my bran.
They made no sound and I let them fall shivering with loss.

FRIDAY, MAY 27
BMC Tour: City of San Bernardino
ASB Film: "Young Frankenstein". 6 & 8:30 p.m., PS-10

SUNDAY, MAY 29
Senior Recital: Becky Husky. Soprano, 4 p.m., PS-10

The following part-time jobs are cur
rently listed with the CSCSB Place
ment Office (SS-122). All jobs are
off-campus £ind available immediately
unless otherwise noted.
1. Parts Clerk, San Bernardino,
Mon • Sat, up to 24 hrs/wk, $3/hr.
2. Cashier attendant, San Bernar
dino, Fri, Sat, Sun, 18hrs/wk, $2.50/
hr.
3. Reader/Driver, San Bernardino,
Tues & Thurs, 9AM - 4PM, $2.50/hr
plus Mileage.
4. General office, San Bernardino,
days TBA, approx, 25 hrs/wk through
mid-September, $3.14/hr.
5. Custodial Assistants, on-campus,
Mon - Fri, 4:30 PM - 7:30 PM,
$2.60/hr.

MONDAY, MAY 30
HOUDAV, NO CLASSES
Alpha Kappa Psi, 12 noon, LC-256
Serrano Village Council, 5 p.m., C-219

TUESDAY, MAY 31
ASB Senate. 7a.m.,C-219
Christian Life Club, 12 noon, C-215
Christian Life Speaker: Rusty Wright, Campus Crusade, 12
noon, C-104
Gay Student Union, 3 p.m., PS-10
Inter-Organizational Council, 5 p.m.. C-219
Cal-State Folk Music Club, 6 p.m.. C-104

I! :
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